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Abstract: At present, scientific and technical activities (STA) play a fundamental role in the creation 

of new knowledge necessary for the realisation of the goals of sustainable economic growth. The 

purpose of the research is to assess STA in countries of the world and Ukraine as well as to analyse 

the impact of STA on their sustainable economic growth. For the assessment of STA of world 

countries, we have developed a composite indicator (Index of STA–ISTA) based on two sub-indices 

(Potential of STA and Results of STA) and a set of partial indicators. The study is carried out using 

a theoretical and methodological approach that includes five research stages: calculating the ISTA 

of world countries with their subsequent ranking; assessing the impact of the ISTA on the economic 

growth of world countries; evaluating the correlations between the ISTA, the Global Innovation 

Index (GII), and the Human Development Index (HDI); breaking down world countries into groups 

with the help of cluster analysis, using data on the ISTA, GII, HDI; assessing and analysing the 

importance of environment-related technologies and innovations in ensuring the economic growth 

of countries of the world. According to the results of the study, the importance of STA in ensuring 

sustainable economic growth of countries of the world was confirmed. The use of cluster analysis 

to group countries of the world in terms of the level of STA made it possible to identify three clusters 

of countries: leaders, potential leaders, and catching-up countries. It has been proven that in order 

for a country to achieve leadership in terms of STA, it is important to harmoniously combine efforts 

to support and develop its scientific potential as well as to create principles for the implementation 

of scientific achievements in innovation activities to ensure its economic growth and improve the 

living standards of its population. Besides, the analysis allowed proving the existence of a 

moderately positive impact of the development of environment-related technologies and 

innovations on the acceleration of innovative development, improvement of the quality of life of 

the population, and the growth of GDP per capita. 
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1. Introduction 

Today, countries of the world must increasingly carefully adapt to the rapid 

economic, technological, and social changes taking place in a globalised world in order to 

ensure their economic growth. Many of these changes are caused by science and 

technology advancement, which in turn is due to scientific and technical activities (STA). 

As a result of STA, new ideas, products, services, and skills that contribute to improving 
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the quality of life of individuals and society as a whole are created. The Agenda for 

Sustainable Development (UN, 2015), which considers the main trends to 2030, states that, 

in the modern world, STA are becoming a key tool for overcoming a wide range of 

socioeconomic and environmental problems. The document especially emphasises the 

fundamental role that science should play in the creation of new knowledge necessary for 

the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals [1]. The 2030 Agenda (UN, 

2015) assigns to science a new role, which is to generate scientific knowledge that helps 

humanity achieve the vision of sustainable development set out in the 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals [1]. Schneider et al. (2019), analysing the impact of research and 

development on sustainable economic growth, pointed out the need to intensify scientific 

activities in the face of global challenges and create conditions for economic growth in all 

countries of the world [2]. 

According to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) defined by the UN, Target 

9.5 is “Enhance research and upgrade industrial technologies”. Its implementation 

involves strengthening R & D, modernising the technological capabilities of industrial 

sectors in all countries, in particular developing ones, including, by 2030, taking measures 

to encourage innovation and significantly increase the number of researchers as well as 

research and development spending [3]. Thus, the SDGs emphasise the need to increase 

the potential of STA and improve their results. 

In this context, technologies and innovations that ensure green growth are of 

particular importance. According to the OECD, green growth provides a practical and 

flexible approach for achieving tangible progress across its economic and environmental 

pillars, while taking full account of the social implications of greening the growth of 

economies. STA in the field of green growth ensures the conservation of natural assets 

and their ability to realise their full economic potential on a sustainable basis, including 

the provision of critical life support services (clean air and water) and resilient biodiversity 

required to support food production and human health [4]. Thus, the development of STA 

is an important source of economic growth as well as green growth, which together form 

the basis for the sustainable development of countries of the world. 

The importance of STA, as a key factor affecting the economic and social growth of 

the world’s countries, was proved by many empirical and theoretical studies. For 

example, even in the neoclassical growth model proposed by Solow (1956), capital 

accumulation, population growth, and technological change were considered the main 

determinants of economic growth [5]. Griliches (1979) proved that growth in the 

productivity of labour was a consequence of an increase in spending on research and 

development [6]. The importance of the impact of R & D expenditures on economic 

growth and innovation was also noted by many other scholars (Romer (1990) [7], Lucas 

(1988) [8]). Grossman et al. (1994) considered the improvement of technologies through 

introducing industrial innovation and increasing investments in the development of 

scientific ideas to be the driving force behind the growth of living standards in the long 

run in advanced economies of the world [9]. Besides, it is worth mentioning empirical 

studies at the industry level (Mansfield (1972) [10], Griliches (1980) [11], Griliches (1998) 

[12]); the regional level (Bronzini et al. (2006) [13]); and the level of individual countries 

of the world (Griliches (1973) [14], Bozkurt (2015) [15]), Nadiri (1980) [16], Guellec et al. 

(2001) [17], which analysed the impact of R & D on economic growth, paying attention to 

positive changes due to an increase in R & D expenditures. The importance of STA for 

ensuring the development of man and society was proved by the existence of strong 

correlations between the level of development of scientific research and the standard of 

living [18]. The investigation carried out by Kenton (2019) demonstrated that STA 

contributed to technological advancement, allowing more efficient production of goods 

and services required to ensure the prosperity of countries of the world [19]. A significant 

impact of scientific research on the improvement of a country’s competitiveness and 

socioeconomic and political situation was justified using the practices of certain countries 

of the world, in particular, China [20], Ukraine [21], South Korea, and Israel [22]. 
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Thus, numerous studies by scholars confirmed the influence of individual factors 

characterising STA on the economic growth of countries of the world. Consequently, 

under modern conditions, the competitiveness, national security, and economic power of 

a country are determined not only by the volume of the Gross National Product per capita 

and the availability of resources, capital, and labour force but also by the scientific and 

technical potential of the country as well as the efficiency of its use. 

It should be emphasised that the separation of the concepts “scientific and technical 

potential of a country” and “results of scientific and technical activities of a country” 

allows much deeper consideration of the problem of assessing and analysing STA and 

opens up a wide field for the research and justification of key areas of support for the 

development of STA in the world’s countries. The same recommendations are offered by 

the Frascati Manuals (OECD, 2015), which underline the importance of assessing the 

potential of STA (inputs) and the results of STA (outputs) when measuring science, 

technology, and innovation [23]. 

The scientific and technical potential of a country is the total resource of its STA, 

which is determined not only by the amount of available scientific and technical resources 

but also by their quality, the ability to manage these resources and evaluate prospects for 

their use, the intrinsic interest of scientists, and their ability to make discoveries. Effective 

use of scientific and technical potential creates the basis for the development of STA 

results, on which a country’s sustainable economic growth depends. On the other hand, 

it can be assumed that countries with a high level of economic development pay 

considerable attention to building their scientific potential to ensure high scientific results. 

If in the last century it was STA that served as a driver of economic growth, as evidenced 

by numerous studies [3–14], now it is becoming increasingly clear that without the 

commercialisation of STA results through their implementation in production and 

innovations, scientific activities (especially at the stage of basic research) do not always 

have a direct positive impact on the economic growth of a country. The effectiveness of 

using scientific and technical potential is largely determined by the national innovation 

system as well as science and technology policies pursued by the country, the creation of 

conditions when both government and business are interested in the commercialisation 

of scientific achievements, able and ready to implement it. 

Thus, scientific and technical activities are inextricably linked with innovation 

activities, which are precisely aimed at the use and commercialisation of scientific 

achievements and lead to the launch of new competitive goods and services. However, 

innovation activities of countries of the world may be not facilitated by their own STA 

potential and results, i.e., they can use R & D outcomes of other countries, as early as the 

implementation stage. Thus, it is necessary to clarify the possibility of economic growth 

of countries that do not have a strong STA potential and their own R & D outcomes to 

ensure the country’s innovativeness. It can also be assumed that it is the innovativeness 

of the country that ensures its economic growth, and improvement of the quality of life of 

its population, whereas the development of STA, especially as concerns emerging 

countries, increases their budget costs. 

It should be noted that modern scientific publications widely discuss the issues of the 

impact of various indicators of scientific and technological development—expenditures 

on R & D, number of researchers, and innovations created as a result of scientific and 

technical activities—on economic growth. However, insufficient attention has been paid 

to assessing and studying the overall impact of STA on the socioeconomic development 

of countries. 

In addition, the issues of dependence of the results of STA on the potential of STA 

remain important and still not fully clarified. Do high results of a country’s STA really 

lead to its economic growth? The impact of the development of environment-related 

technologies and innovations on the economic growth of countries of the world has not 

been sufficiently studied either. 
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Thus, there are still many problems that have not been fully resolved, but their study 

is important for determining the role of STA in ensuring the economic growth of countries 

of the world. These issues concern: 

1. Assessing the overall level of STA development of world countries, including the 

determination of their STA potential and results; identifying STA leaders and 

outsiders as well as identifying and analysing the problems of STA development in 

outsider countries. 

2. Assessing the impact of the STA potential of world countries on the STA results. 

3. Evaluating the interdependence between the level of STA development and 

economic growth, in particular, determining the impact of STA on the level of GDP 

per capita, innovativeness and standard of living of the population of countries of 

the world, which will allow identifying the gaps and factors that cause them across 

groups of countries on their way to sustainable economic development. 

4. Estimating the correlation between the overall level of STA development of world 

countries and environment-related technologies and innovations that serve as the 

basis for sustainable economic growth. 

Thus, our investigation deals with the development of this research area as well as 

the clarification of the impact of STA on the economic growth of countries of the world 

under modern conditions. 

The general structure of the article is as follows: 

1. Analysing the opinions of scientists on the problem of assessing STA and their impact 

on the economic growth of countries, revealing the existing contradictions and 

trends. 

2. Formulating the research goal. 

3. Justifying the choice and defining the essence of the key indicators that will form the 

basis of the study (i.e., those according to which the STA, innovative development, 

and economic growth of countries of the world will be assessed). 

4. Developing the structure of the index of STA and its sub-indices that will characterise 

the potential and results of STA. 

5. Providing a rationale for the proposed theoretical and methodological approach for 

assessing STA of countries of the world and determining their impact on countries’ 

economic growth as well as for the choice of the research tools and statistical base 

used. 

6. Presenting the results of the calculations carried out according to this theoretical and 

methodological approach with their consequent analysis. 

7. Defining the controversial issues revealed as a result of the study. 

8. Formulating conclusions of the study and outlining directions for further research. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Literature Review 

Sustainable economic development of a country implies, first of all, its economic 

growth with consideration for the sustainable development goals, interests of the 

country’s population, and satisfaction of the population’s needs. The importance of 

studying factors that affect economic growth has been confirmed by numerous studies by 

academics and practitioners. For example, Gonzalez-Garcia et al. (2018) identified as 

decisive factors of a country’s economic growth such indicators as net income, number of 

companies, number of people with higher education, housing prices and unemployment 

rate in the country [24]. Pietrzak et al. (2016) revealed that economic growth was affected 

by such indicators as GDP per capita, labour productivity, unemployment among the 

population aged 55–65 years, and life expectancy [25]. Ssebunya et al. (2019) defined social 

well-being, economic stability, and efficiency of public administration as the key 

indicators of sustainable economic growth [26]. Song et al. (2018) singled out land 
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ownership, food insecurity, living conditions, personal wealth, and subjective change in 

wealth as the main indicators of economic growth [27]. 

At the same time, most scholars noted the decisive influence of a country’s STA on 

its sustainable economic growth. For example, Cadil et al. (2018) determined the 

importance of public research and development to ensure the economic growth of 

countries of the world. The scientists considered an increase in the amount of funding for 

STA the key driver for the intensification of innovation activities in the country, the 

enhancement of its competitiveness, and sustainable economic growth [28]. Roztocki et al. 

(2019) also defined STA as a decisive factor in the development of innovations and 

economic growth [29]. Okokpujie et al. (2018) proved the influence of an improvement in 

the level of education and an increase in the scope of research and development on 

economic growth [30]. The research by Gulmez et al. (2012) also made it possible to 

determine the existence of a positive impact of STA on the socioeconomic development of 

21 OECD member countries for the period 1990–2010. It was found that a 1% increase in 

research and development spending led to economic growth of 0.77% [31]. The study 

carried out by Maman et al. (2020), using the data from OECD countries for 2000–2016 

and based on the construction of a multiple regression model, gave reason to conclude 

that an increase in research and development spending by 1% would lead to an increase 

in the growth rate of real GDP of countries up to 2.83% [32]. The conclusion about a 

significant positive impact of research and development on sustainable economic growth 

was made in the research by Pinto et al. (2016), based on the analysis of STA of 65 countries 

of the world for 36 years (1980–2016) [33], and Leogrande et al. (2020), based on the 

analysis of 36 countries for the period 2010–2019 [34]. The authors also proved that the 

impact of research results on economic growth was mainly due to the structural shifts, 

including the reallocation of resources to the industrial sector. Falk (2007) determined that 

higher expenditures on STA had a positive effect on the GDP growth rate [35]. A similar 

conclusion was made by other scientists (Blackburn et al. (2000) [36], Schofer et al. (2000) 

[37], Kwack et al. (2006) [38], Kuo et al. (2008) [39], Gumus et al. (2015) [40], Das et al. (2019) 

[41], Dinçer et al. (2019) [42], Skvarciany et al. (2020) [43], Kyzym et al. (2020), (2021) 

[44,45], Hece et al. (2020) [46], Škrinjarić (2020) [47], Hussain et al. (2020) [48]). Sustainable 

socioeconomic development, as a result of implementing research achievements, using 

skilled workers and increasing labour productivity, was studied in the publications of 

Blackburn et al. (2000) [36], Lee (2005) [49], Grossmann (2007) [50], and Khan et al. (2013) 

[51], based on the classical models of economic growth proposed by Grossman et al. (1991) 

[52], Barro (1991) [53], Aghion et al. (1992) [54]. The developed by Zeng (2001) [55] multi-

sector dynamic general equilibrium growth model also proved a significant role of R & D 

and innovation in ensuring sustainable socioeconomic development. 

Along with this, it is worth mentioning a group of researchers who believe that an 

increase in research and development spending does not necessarily lead to a growth in 

the real income of certain countries and their socioeconomic development (Levin et al. 

(1997) [56], Heller et al. (1998) [57], Boldrin et al. (2013) [58], Bozkurt (2015) [15], Williams 

(2017) [59]). In the research by Samimi et al. (2009), dealing with the impact of R & D 

expenditures on the economic growth of 30 developing countries over the period 2000–

2006, the authors also concluded that, despite an insufficient level of spending on STA, a 

gradual economic growth was observed in most of the analysed countries, which proved 

the absence of influence of STA on their economic growth [60]. 

It should be noted that there are also a lot of publications that explore and prove the 

important role of STA in ensuring economic growth in the context of individual countries 

of the world. For example, Chou (2002), having studied the contribution of R & D and 

human capital to the development of the Australian economy, based on the analysis of 

data for the period 1960–2000, determined that the country’s sustainable economic growth 

depended both on the results of national and global research and the generation of new 

knowledge [61]. Ballot et al. (2001), having investigated the impact of STA and human 

resources on labour productivity in France and Sweden, based on data for the period 
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1987–1993, confirmed a significant role of these indicators in economic development [62]. 

Raychev et al. (2020), using the example of the development of STA in Bulgaria, proved 

the influence of R & D on the economic condition of the country [63]. Khan et al. (2013), 

using the practice of Pakistan, justified the need to increase investment in STA to ensure 

economic growth [51,64]. The same opinion was expressed by Blanco et al. (2013) as to the 

economic growth of the USA [65], Bayarçelik et al. (2012) as to the economic development 

of Pakistan [66], Rajapova (2020) as to STA of Uzbekistan [67], Yu et al. (2021) as to the 

economic growth of China [68], and Dobrzanski et al. (2020) regarding the economic 

development of individual member states of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

[69]. At the same time, Hu et al. (2007) believed that there was insufficient proof of the 

relationship between growth in intellectual property and the level of development of a 

country. They stated that an increase in spending on STA could not be effective for all 

countries of the world [70]. 

There is also a group of studies dealing with the analysis of the influence of 

individual factors on STA and sustainable economic growth and the mutual interaction 

of these factors. For example, Jones (2002), using the model of economic growth he 

proposed, proved that long-run economic growth depends on the discovery of new ideas. 

He also justified that, in the long run, the stock of ideas was proportional to worldwide 

research efforts, which in turn was proportional to the total population of innovating 

countries [71]. Almeida et al. (2007) investigated the influence of patent activity on STA in 

the context of the level of economic development of countries of the world. Based on the 

study of 88 countries for the period 1996–2003, they revealed a negative impact of 

patenting on the level of investment in research and development in general. At the same 

time, it was determined that an increase in the number of patents had a positive effect on 

the intensity of expenditures on STA in less developed countries of the world, whereas in 

countries with a higher level of economic development such dependence was not 

confirmed [72]. Das (2020) demonstrated that an increase in expenditures on STA and the 

number of patents had a significant positive impact on economic growth only in the long 

run, whereas such dependence was not observed in the short run [73]. The opposite 

conclusion was made by Sierotowicz (2015), who, based on an assessment of patent 

activity in 28 countries of the European Union for the period 1999–2013, determined that 

an increase in the total domestic expenditures on STA entailed an increase in patent 

activity in the long run only in countries with a high level of socioeconomic development 

[74]. Altuzarra (2019) in turn revealed the existence of a relationship between STA 

expenditures, the number of patents, and economic development, using the practice of 

Spain [75]. At the same time, Danguy et al. (2009), based on the study of 18 industries in 

19 countries, determined the absence of a significant impact of the number of patents on 

indicators characterising socioeconomic development, namely: research productivity and 

strategic propensity [76]. The same conclusions were made by Boldrin et al. (2013) [58], 

Otomo (2017) [77], Das (2020) [78], who found that there was no dependence on an 

increase in the level of innovation and productivity on the number of patents. Boldrin 

et al. (2013) admitted that a patent, as a document characterising the result of STA, had 

only a partial equilibrium effect on improving incentives for the implementation of an 

invention, whereas its impact on innovation activities could be negative [58]. 

Finally, there are isolated studies that deal with assessing and analysing STA and 

their impact on sustainable economic growth in terms of STA potential and results. For 

example, Inhaber et al. (1978) determined the quantitative relationship between the 

output in the gross national product (GNP) created by STA and the resources used to 

achieve these results. The model proposed in the study implied the distribution of 

production based on the share of R & D input and the separation of expenditures on 

science and technology from all other resources for producing GNP [79]. Yingnan (2008) 

also suggested that, in assessing the impact of STA on GNP, it was necessary to separate 

the input of science and technology from all the inputs for producing GNP [80]. The 

Frascati Manuals (OECD, 2015) point out the expediency of assessing the potential of STA 
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(inputs) and results of STA (outputs) in measuring science, technology, and innovation. 

At the same time, according to the OECD Guidelines (2015), scientific and technical 

potential includes resources related to scientific activities (personnel, equipment, 

expenditures on scientific activities, etc.), types of scientific activities and scientific 

services, and scientific products [23]. Although scientific results (outputs) are defined as 

products and services related to research, science or technologies produced during STA 

[81]. 

Thus, based on the analysis of publications on the issues under study, we can state 

the following: almost unanimously, the scientists proved an important role of STA in 

ensuring sustainable economic growth; when studying the impact of STA on economic 

growth of countries, they used various indicators characterising both STA and 

socioeconomic development; the assessment of STA in the studies was carried out either 

using comparable indicators and indices (composite indicators) for samples of countries 

or using partial indicators for individual countries of the world; most studies proved the 

existence of relationships between R & D expenditures, the number of researchers, patent 

activity, innovation, emergence, and accumulation of new ideas in the country and its 

economic growth, whereas some studies questioned such relationships or specified that 

they concerned only certain groups of countries (developed or developing ones); the 

influence of STA on the economic growth of countries of the world was considered by the 

scientists from different aspects—as the influence of individual or composite indicators 

characterising STA on indicators of economic growth of countries (GDP and others) as 

well as the impact of individual or composite indicators characterising STA on innovative 

and human development in countries of the world; there were few studies where the 

assessment of STA and the analysis of their impact on economic growth was carried out 

with consideration for their potential and results. 

The most important issue in analysing the impact of STA on the economic growth of 

countries of the world is choosing the assessment framework (indicators and indices to be 

used) that would characterise STA comprehensively, be correctly constructed (avoid 

overlapping indicators and correlated indicators), use statistical information that is 

reliable, comparable, accessible, and allowing comparisons to be made across countries. 

The analysis of scientific publications has made it possible to determine that, today, 

various composite indicators (indices) are widely used to assess the level of development 

of countries’ STA. However, these indicators either cover mainly developed countries of 

the world or are not always based on a reasonable composition of partial indicators. For 

example, COSTII (2020) Composite Science and Technology Innovation Index includes 

only 35 countries belonging to the Organization of Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) [82]. The proposed by Cozzens et al. (2007) composite indicator, 

characterising scientific, technological, and innovation activities of developed countries of 

the world, also includes only OECD countries [83]. This does not allow for assessing and 

comparing STA across developing countries and analysing peculiarities of STA 

development by groups of countries. The methodology used to calculate the Technology 

Achievement Index (Shahab (2015) [84]) is based on indicators that do not fully reflect 

modern technologies and their application (e.g., it contains such an indicator as 

telephones per capita (mainline and cellular), etc.), which also does not allow to obtain a 

correct assessment of STA for countries of the world. 

In our study, we propose to carry out the assessment and analysis based on the 

composite index of STA, which is to characterise both STA potential and results, contain 

such a set of partial indicators that will allow the analysed sample of countries to include 

not only developed but also developing countries of the world. This in turn will provide 

a more thorough approach for measuring the impact of STA on the economic growth of 

countries of the world and identifying trends that exist in this area. 

Moreover, we propose to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the impact of STA on 

the economic growth of countries of the world, considering both the direct impact of the 
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results of STA on economic growth and the impact of STA on the innovative development 

of world countries and their standard of living. 

2.2. Purpose and Structure of the Study 

The main purpose of the research is to assess scientific and technical activities in 

countries of the world and Ukraine as well as to analyse the impact of STA on their 

economic growth. 

Economic growth is one of the key goals of the macroeconomic policies of any 

country, the achievement of which ensures an outstripping growth of the real GDP 

compared to the population growth, to improve the living standards without going 

beyond the capacity of the economic ecosystem. 

The measures that are most commonly used to assess the economic growth of a 

country are GDP per capita, production and consumption of main types of products per 

capita, economic performance indicators (calculated based on GDP), national income per 

capita, and indicators of standard of living and quality of life. 

As justified above, it is reasonable to assess STA and analyse their impact on the 

economic growth of countries based on the composite index of STA, which is to 

characterise their potential and results, contain such a set of partial indicators that will 

allow considering the key features of potential and results of STA as well as including in 

the analysed sample of countries not only developed countries of the world but also 

developing ones. Thus, in order to assess the STA of countries of the world, we have 

developed a composite indicator (Index of STA) that is based on two sub-indices (Potential 

of STA and Results of STA) and a set of partial indicators (Figure 1). 

The list of partial indicators for assessing the potential and results of STA is formed 

based on our previous research [85–90]. 

As shown by the analysis of scientific publications, STA can exert both direct 

influence on the economic growth of a country and indirect influence through innovative 

development and improvement of the standard of living. In our study, the impact of STA 

on economic growth is proposed to be determined through the relationship with GDP per 

capita, as one of the common indicators used in the modern economic literature to assess 

the economic condition and development of countries [26,33]. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of the Index of STA. Source: developed by the authors. 
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The indirect influence is supposed to be measured by determining the relationship 

between the Index of STA and the Global Innovation Index (GII), which is the most 

common index to assess the innovative development of countries of the world, as well as 

between the Global Innovation Index and the Human Development Index (HDI), which 

is also the most common tool for comparing living standards across countries and regions 

[27,28] (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Logic of assessing the Index of STA of countries of the world and analysing its relationship 

with their economic growth. Source: developed by the authors. 

The study was carried out using the theoretical and methodological approach shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Theoretical and methodological approach for assessing the ISTA of world countries and 

determining its impact on their economic growth. Source: developed by the authors. 

The first stage of the proposed approach implied calculating the Index of STA, which 

was constructed as a composite indicator and made it possible to compare the results of 

STA by countries of the world. 
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Composite indicators are widely used in economic research. They help provide 

simple comparisons of countries that can be used to illustrate complex processes [91]. The 

construction of composite indicators implies the following: justification of the choice of 

indicators and selection of variables; normalisation and aggregation of data; presentation 

and visualisation [92]. 

The most important and reliable information for comparing the degree of 

development of individual countries of the world, including in the aspect of STA, is 

provided by the databases of the World Bank, OECD, and UNESCO. The comparison of 

international statistical databases, carried out by us in our previous studies to consider 

the possibility and expediency of using the information they presented to investigate the 

state of and trends in the development of STA in countries of the world by individual 

criteria [89], proved that the World Bank database, including 20 variables that characterise 

potential and results of STA in 260 countries of the world (both developed and developing 

ones), most fitted the objectives set. Thus, it was the information from this database that 

constituted the statistical basis of the study. The calculations were made for all countries, 

the data of which were available in the World Bank database for 2018. Newer data could 

not be used due to the fact that the information important for the analysis (e.g., 

expenditures on research and development, number of researchers, etc.) for most of the 

countries studied was presented in the World Bank database only until 2018. Therefore, 

in order to correctly compare all indicators, the study was conducted for the mentioned 

period. 

To adjust differences in the measurement units across the indicators comprising the 

index and in the ranges of variation, all 20 variables were normalised to the range [0, 100], 

with higher scores representing better outcomes. The process of data normalisation and 

scaling was carried out with consideration for the minimum and maximum values of each 

indicator included in the index by the formula [92]: 

𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 100
 (1) 

where 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟  is the indicator index, which is calculated for partial indicators 

comprising the Index of STA or sub-indexes of RSTA and PSTA; xa is the actual value of 

the partial indicator ; 
minx  is the minimum value of the indicator observed in the 

countries under study; maxx  is the maximum value of the partial indicator observed in 

the countries under study. 

The PSTA and RSTA sub-indices were calculated as the arithmetic mean of the 

obtained values of the characterising them partial indicators. If it was impossible to 

calculate the partial indicators for certain countries, then, provided that there were more 

than 3 such indicators out of 10 for each of the sub-indices, the countries were removed 

from the ranking. The calculation was adjusted depending on the number of indicators 

comprising the sub-index for a particular country. 

The ISTA was calculated as the geometric mean of the two sub-indices: 

ISTA = √PSTA × RSTA (2) 

For the purpose of presenting and visualising the obtained results, countries of the 

world were ranked in terms of the ISTA with its graphical display. 

Further, groups (clusters) of countries were formed depending on their potential and 

results of STA (the PSTA and RSTA sub-indices). To carry out calculations according to 

the methodology, StatSoft Statistica 8.0 (software developer—StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, 

USA) was used. 

Procedures of cluster analysis are currently among the classification methods that are 

most widely used in practice. Cluster analysis refers to multivariate statistical methods of 

classifying objects by their characteristic features. A cluster is a group of objects selected 

as a result of such analysis carried out based on the degree of similarity or difference 

between the objects. 
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Cluster analysis has a number of advantages over other methods of data 

classification, which makes it appropriate for use in our study: 

1. It allows the breakdown of objects both by one feature and by a whole set of features, 

and the influence of each of the parameters can be quite simply strengthened or 

weakened by introducing appropriate coefficients into mathematical formulas. 

2. Cluster analysis does not impose restrictions as to the type of grouping objects and 

allows considering a variety of source data of an almost arbitrary nature. 

3. One of the peculiarities of clustering is that most of its algorithms are able to 

independently qualitatively determine the number of clusters into which the data 

should be divided as well as to highlight characteristics of these clusters without 

human intervention, only with the help of the algorithm used, which improves the 

quality of such a breakdown and eliminates the influence of subjectivity. 

In order to determine the number of clusters and the proximity of countries in terms 

of potential and results of STA, a hierarchical classification was carried out based on the 

merge rule of the full link method. Euclidean distance was used as the degree of closeness. 

The full link method defines the distance between clusters as the largest distance between 

any two objects in different clusters (i.e., “most distant neighbours”). The measure of 

proximity, defined by the Euclidean distance, is a geometric distance in n-dimensional 

space. 

Further, a vertical dendrogram of the hierarchical classification of countries of the 

world in terms of the PSTA and RSTA sub-indices was built. Based on the visual 

representation of the results, an assumption about the number of natural clusters was 

made. This assumption was verified using the k-means method. The k-means method is 

as follows: the calculations start with k randomly selected observations that become the 

group centres, after which the object composition of clusters is changed to minimise the 

variability within the clusters and maximise the variability between the clusters. Each 

subsequent observation (k + 1) belongs to the group the centre of gravity of which has the 

minimum similarity with it, i.e., the variance will be minimised within the final clusters 

and maximised between the clusters. The results of the k-means method are evaluated 

based on the analysis of variance, to determine the significance of the difference between 

the resulting clusters. If p < 0.05, the difference between clusters is considered significant 

[93,94]. 

The second stage of the approach involved estimating the dependence of GDP per 

capita (as the most widely used indicator of a country’s economic growth) on the ISTA of 

countries of the world, based on a correlation regression analysis. 

Correlation analysis is one of the most commonly used methods for assessing 

relationships between individual indicators, which implies processing statistical data to 

measure the significance of the relationship between two or more variables [93]. The level 

of correlation between indicators is determined using correlation coefficients [92]. The 

choice of the method for calculating the correlation coefficient depends on the type of 

variable measurement scale. Thus, to measure variables with an interval and quantitative 

scale, we used the Pearson correlation coefficient, which was calculated according to the 

formula [92]: 

( )( )

( ) ( ) 


−−

−−
=

22
* yyxx

yyxx
r

ii

ii

xy
, (3) 

where yx,  are the indicators the correlation between which is studied; yx,  are the 

average values of the studied indicators. 

Correlation analysis is closely related to regression analysis. The simplest and most 

common type of regression analysis (corresponding to the objectives of our study) is the 

construction of a linear regression, which involves finding a linear function that, 

according to certain mathematical criteria, best fits the data. For example, in the least 
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squares method, the sum of the squared deviations of a function from the actual variables 

is minimised [92]: 

( ) ( ) min)(,
1

2
⎯→⎯+−=

=

n

i

ii baxyyxF
 

(4) 

where a, b are the coefficients of linear dependence; i is the data on a particular country; n 

is the number of countries under study. 

The third stage of the proposed approach implied evaluating the correlations between 

the ISTA, the Global Innovation Index (GII), and the Human Development Index (HDI), 

which made it possible to study the indirect impact of STA on the economic growth of 

countries of the world. 

The Global Innovation Index (GII) is a composite indicator intended for evaluating 

innovative development. It is compiled annually in collaboration with Cornell University, 

the French graduate business school INSEAD, and the World Intellectual Property 

Organization. The total number of scores in the GII ranking that can be obtained by a 

country is determined by calculating the ratio of two sub-indices: 

1. Innovation Input Sub-Index, which is used to gauge elements of the national 

economy that enable and facilitate activities in the field of innovation. It comprises 

five pillars (Institutions, Human capital and research, Infrastructure, Market 

sophistication, and Business sophistication). 

2. Innovation Output Sub-Index, which reflects the results of innovation activities 

within the economy. It is based on two pillars (Knowledge and Technology outputs 

and Creative outputs). 

As a composite indicator characterising the standard of living in countries of the 

world, the study used the Human Development Index (HDI)—a summary measure 

calculated annually to compare the standard of living, education, and life expectancy as 

the key characteristics of the human potential of world countries [95]. It is a quite common 

tool for a general comparison of the standard of living in different countries and regions. 

The index was developed in 1990 [31] and has been published by the United Nations 

Development Program in annual Human Development Reports since 1990. It includes the 

following dimensions and indicators: long and healthy life (life expectancy at birth); 

knowledge (mean years of schooling and the expected years of schooling); a decent 

standard of living (GNI per capita (PPP $)). 

The analysis of relationships between the ISTA, GII, and HDI was carried out by 

calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient using the formula (3). 

The fourth stage (Figure 3) implied conducting a cluster analysis in the context of 

countries of the world, based on data on the ISTA, GII, and HDI, with the use of an 

application package Statistica 8.0 (software developer—StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA). 

The breaking down of countries of the world into clusters that characterise their level of 

STA, innovation activities, and human development was intended to measure the existing 

inequality between world countries in terms of standard of living and level of generation 

and implementation of new knowledge. 

The fifth stage (Figure 3) involved studying the significance of environment-related 

technologies and innovations in ensuring the economic growth of countries of the world 

by the defined groups of countries. For this purpose, based on OECD data [96], the key 

indicators characterizing environment-related technologies and innovations were 

selected and the composite indicator was calculated as the arithmetic mean of the 

normalised indicators. Further, based on the calculation of coefficients of correlation 

between this indicator and the ISTA, GII, HDI, and GDP per capita for all countries under 

study, the degree and nature of the impact of environment-related technologies and 

innovations on the economic growth of countries was determined. 
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3. Results 

In accordance with the proposed theoretical and methodological approach (Figure 

3), at the first stage of the study, PSTA, RSTA, and ISTA of countries of the world were 

calculated (Figure 1). 

Initially, 217 countries of the world presented in the World Bank database were 

considered. As a result of collecting data on the determined indicators and their analysis, 

72 countries, the information of which 2018 was most complete, were selected. Other 

countries were excluded from the calculation due to the lack of data required for the 

application of the proposed methodology for calculating the sub-indices and the general 

index of STA. 

The calculation of the PSTA sub-index made it possible to rank 72 countries of the 

world in terms of the potential of STA, which was assessed using data on the level of 

educational attainment of the population, spending on education and science, and the 

number of researchers in the countries under study (Figure 1). 

The ranking of countries of the world based on the calculated PSTA is given in Table 

1. 

Table 1. Ranking of countries of the world based on the sub-index of PSTA. 

Rank Country 
Country 

Code 
Score 

Characteristics of the Groups 

of Countries 

1 Switzerland CHE 0.741702 

Countries with a high 

potential of STA and a 

developed system of training 

highly qualified personnel. 

The governments of these 

countries allocate significant 

funds for educational and 

scientific activities. 

These countries have a high 

potential of STA to achieve 

and implement their own 

scientific outputs. 

2 United States USA 0.636963 

3 Denmark DNK 0.614568 

4 Sweden SWE 0.591217 

5 Singapore SGP 0.571835 

6 Korea, Republic KOR 0.569989 

7 Israel ISR 0.566639 

8 Luxembourg LUX 0.560857 

9 Norway NOR 0.556953 

10 Finland  FIN 0.549934 

11 Germany  DEU 0.543249 

12 United Arab Emirates ARE 0.538367 

13 Japan JPN 0.537185 

14 Australia  AUS 0.528866 

15 Belgium BEL 0.522822 

16 Austria AUT 0.520078 

17 Canada  CAN 0.51044 

18 Netherlands NLD 0.509283 

19 Slovenia SVN 0.494649 

20 United Kingdom  GBR 0.47295 

21 Ireland IRL 0.452082 Countries that have a potential 

of STA sufficient for their 

development and pay 

attention to the system of 

training highly qualified 

personnel. The governments 

of these countries provide 

funding for educational and 

scientific activities but the 

amounts are insufficient for 

the countries to become 

22 France  FRA 0.446778 

23 New Zealand NZL 0.40745 

24 Estonia EST 0.387684 

25 Spain ESP 0.383322 

26 Czech Republic CZE 0.379767 

27 Lithuania LTU 0.358205 

28 Italy  ITA 0.34976 

29 Poland  POL 0.342294 

30 Portugal PRT 0.33002 

31 Cyprus KYP 0.322859 
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32 Georgia GEO 0.318904 leaders in the development of 

STA, the training of highly 

qualified personnel is not yet 

the main priority for the 

country, there are a number of 

problems that hinder the 

development of STA. 

The countries have a potential 

of STA sufficient to achieve 

and implement their own 

scientific outputs but require 

more funding and stronger 

support for building their 

scientific capacity. 

33 Latvia LVA 0.317711 

34 Hong Kong, China HKG 0.301987 

35 Slovak Republic SVK 0.288601 

36 Greece GRC 0.2837 

37 Hungary HUN 0.283319 

38 Costa Rica CRI 0.279473 

39 Russian Federation RUS 0.278963 

40 China CHN 0.278868 

41 Brazil BRA 0.267009 

42 Ecuador ECU 0.259651 

43 Malta MLT 0.256978 

44 Panama PAN 0.253566 

45 Croatia HRV 0.24889 

46 Turkey TUR 0.24858 

47 Ukraine  UKR 0.238316 

48 Venezuela, RB VEN 0.236227 

49 Bulgaria BGR 0.235436 

50 Serbia SRB 0.233057 

51 Tunisia TUN 0.221782 
Countries with a low potential 

of STA and an 

underdeveloped system of 

training highly qualified 

personnel. The governments 

of these countries do not 

allocate sufficient funds to 

finance educational and 

scientific activities, their 

national higher education 

system is underdeveloped.  

The countries do not have 

sufficient internal potential of 

STA to achieve and implement 

the outputs of their own 

scientific activities, they 

require increased government 

attention to the problems of 

financing and development of 

STA and training of highly 

qualified educational and 

research personnel.  

52 Colombia KOL 0.217577 

53 Uzbekistan UZB 0.211762 

54 Chile CHL 0.210908 

55 Madagascar MDG 0.208308 

56 Moldova MDA 0.207471 

57 Argentina ARG 0.206523 

58 Mexico MEX 0.198783 

59 Malaysia MYS 0.194367 

60 India IND 0.18713 

61 Romania ROU 0.178675 

62 Montenegro MNE 0.1566 

63 Uruguay URY 0.14767 

64 Egypt, Arab Republic EGY 0.135354 

65 Philippines PHL 0.13355 

66 Morocco MAR 0.118925 

67 Kazakhstan KAZ 0.090312 

68 Pakistan PAK 0.086955 

69 South Africa ZAF 0.083794 

70 Salvador SLV 0.066695 

71 
Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 
BIN 0.049889 

72 Guatemala GTM 0.042747 

Source: calculated by the authors. 

The division of countries of the world into groups in terms of PSTA level was 

performed by means of statistical grouping, a method based on two categories—a 

grouping feature (the PSTA values of individual countries) and the interval. The PSTA 

grouping was carried out using equal intervals. The size of the interval was determined 

as the difference between the highest and lowest values of the PSTA feature divided by 

the number of groups. That is, the interval was equal to (0.741702 − 0.042747)/3 = 0.233. 

Therefore, according to the ranking based on the PSTA score (Table 1), countries of the 
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world were broken down into three groups: countries with a high potential of STA (from 

0.467), countries with a sufficient potential of STA development (from 0.234 to 0.466) and 

countries with a low potential of STA (to 0.233). 

Top ratings were given to such countries as Switzerland, the United States of 

America, Denmark, Sweden, Singapore, the Republic of Korea, Israel, etc., which were 

included in the group of countries with a high level of STA potential. 

According to the above ranking and grouping of countries of the world, in 2018, 

Ukraine took 47th place out of 72 countries. It was assigned to the group of countries with 

a sufficient potential for STA development. The governments of these countries pay 

attention to the training of highly qualified personnel but provide limited funding for 

educational and scientific activities. Moreover, there are a number of other country-

specific issues hindering STA development. 

The calculation of the RSTA sub-index made it possible to rank 72 countries of the 

world based on STA results (Figure 2). The sub-index was estimated using data on the 

number of patent applications by residents and non-residents of the country, trademark 

applications, level of scientific publication activity, revenue and payments for the use of 

intellectual property per researcher, as well as data on the share of high-tech exports in 

the total manufactured exports. The ranking of the countries of the world based on the 

calculated RSTA is given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Ranking of countries of the world based on the RSTA sub-index. 

Rank Country Country Code Score Characteristics of the Groups of Countries 

1 United States USA 0.286435 
Countries with high results of STA. They 

are characterised by a high share of exports 

of high-tech products, significant scientific 

outputs, reflected in a high level of patent 

and scientific publication activity, have high 

intellectual-property receipts.  

2 Singapore SGP 0.277546 

3 Luxembourg LUX 0.257389 

4 Ireland IRL 0.229505 

5 Switzerland CHE 0.21283 

6 China CHN 0.189753 

7 Malta MLT 0.186929 

8 Panama PAN 0.1823 

Countries with average results of STA. They 

have a low share of exports of high-tech 

products, low scientific outputs, reflected in 

an average level of patent and scientific 

publication activity, their intellectual-

property payments exceed their intellectual-

property revenue.  

9 Finland FIN 0.167235 

10 Japan JPN 0.164153 

11 Korea, Republic KOR 0.155211 

12 Netherlands NLD 0.154495 

13 Colombia COL 0.15299 

14 Salvador SLV 0.142943 

15 Philippines PHL 0.139795 

16 Guatemala GTM 0.139579 

17 Malaysia MYS 0.135788 

18 United Kingdom GBR 0.132578 

19 Sweden SWE 0.130652 

20 Germany DEU 0.124035 

21 Mexico MEX 0.11316 

22 France FRA 0.112809 

23 Denmark DNK 0.107064 

24 Norway NOR 0.106872 

25 Chile CHL 0.101594 

26 Italy ITA 0.097518 

27 Belgium BEL 0.097376 

28 Hungary HUN 0.093597 

29 Bosnia and Herzegovina BIH 0.092663 
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30 Uruguay URY 0.089462 

Countries with low results of STA. They 

have a low share of exports of high-tech 

products, insignificant scientific outputs, a 

low level of patent and scientific publication 

activity, and high intellectual property 

payments. 

31 Australia AUS 0.08776 

32 Israel ISR 0.086374 

33 New Zealand NZL 0.083252 

34 Cyprus CYP 0.081294 

35 Costa Rica CRI 0.080488 

36 Kazakhstan KAZ 0.080007 

37 Austria AUT 0.078339 

38 Hong Kong, China HKG 0.076965 

39 Canada CAN 0.076337 

40 Czech Republic CZE 0.073045 

41 Croatia HRV 0.070536 

42 Romania ROU 0.070247 

43 Slovenia SVN 0.067881 

44 Tunisia TUN 0.067418 

45 Latvia LVA 0.064849 

46 South Africa ZAF 0.06339 

47 Slovak Republic SVK 0.062176 

48 Brazil BRA 0.061374 

49 Montenegro MNE 0.060692 

50 Spain ESP 0.060077 

51 Greece GRC 0.059864 

52 Poland POL 0.057944 

53 India IND 0.056629 

54 Lithuania LTU 0.05604 

55 Estonia EST 0.052178 

56 Venezuela, RB VEN 0.049107 

57 Turkey TUR 0.04905 

58 Ecuador ECU 0.044694 

59 Russian Federation RUS 0.041176 

60 Portugal PRT 0.039962 

61 Argentina ARG 0.038286 

62 Madagascar MDG 0.036664 

63 Bulgaria BGR 0.036226 

64 Ukraine UKR 0.035272 

65 Serbia SRB 0.035209 

66 United Arab Emirates ARE 0.030554 

67 Moldova MDA 0.03036 

68 Georgia GEO 0.020339 

69 Morocco MAR 0.018231 

70 Egypt, Arab Republic EGY 0.018107 

71 Pakistan PAK 0.015803 

72 Uzbekistan UZB 0.010969 

Source: calculated by the authors. 

According to the ranking of countries of the world in terms of the RSTA, presented 

in Table 2, three groups of countries were distinguished by the equal interval method: 

countries with high results of STA (from 0.184), countries with average results of STA 

(from 0.092 to 0.183), and countries with low results of STA (to 0.091). 
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As can be seen, a high level of results of STA is characteristic of the following 

countries of the world: the United States of America, Singapore, Luxembourg, Ireland, 

Switzerland, China, and Malta. Based on the given ranking and grouping of countries of 

the world, in 2018, Ukraine took 64th place out of 72 countries, i.e., it was classified as one 

of the countries with low results of STA; in particular, a low share of exports of high-tech 

products and insignificant STA results per researcher, which are reflected in insufficient 

patent and scientific publication activity and high payments for intellectual property. 

Furthermore, using the proposed approach (Figure 2), the general index of STA was 

calculated based on the previously presented sub-indices. The results of ranking countries 

of the world in terms of the ISTA are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from Figure 4, in 

2018, the United States ranked 1st in terms of the ISTA among the studied countries of the 

world, Singapore took 2nd place, and Switzerland occupied 3rd place. According to the 

general index of STA, Ukraine ranked 59th out of 72 countries in the world. 

 

Figure 4. Ranking of countries of the world based on the ISTA. Source: calculated by the authors. 
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The calculation of the coefficient of correlation between the PSTA and RSTA sub-

indices showed that it was equal to 0.26, which indicated that: firstly, the autocollinearity 

between the sub-indices was absent, and there was a possibility of their simultaneous use 

in the assessment of STA; secondly, if a country had a high potential of STA, it would not 

necessarily have high STA results. 

For a more thorough study of the relationship between the PSTA and RSTA, it was 

proposed to group the countries of the world by these two sub-indices using cluster 

analysis. 

Further, the use of cluster analysis and a Statistica 8.0 software application package 

made it possible to break down countries of the world into groups, based on the data on 

the PSTA and RSTA sub-indices. The nature of the clusters was determined by checking 

the means for each cluster and each measure to assess how much they differ from each 

other (Figure 5). 

The results of the k-means method were considered based on the analysis of variance 

(Table 3). 

 

Figure 5. Plot of the means of the sub-indices for the clusters formed based on the ISTA of world 

countries. Source: calculated by the authors. 

Table 3. Results of the analysis of variance to determine the significance of the difference between 

the obtained clusters of countries of the world in terms of the level of STA. 

Sub-Indices  Between SS df F Significance Level p 

PSTA 0.201006 69 12.5813 0.000022 

RSTA 0.155774 69 9.1681 0.000295 

Source: developed by the authors. 

Thus, since the value p < 0.05, indicating a significant difference between the clusters, 

the results obtained made it possible to conclude that the grouping of countries in terms 

of the level of STA was correct. The elements of the obtained clusters and the Euclidean 

distances of the objects from the centres (mean values) of the corresponding clusters are 

given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Cluster elements and the Euclidean distances of the objects from the centres (mean values) 

of the correspondent clusters. 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

Country 
Euclidean 

Distances 
Country 

Euclidean 

Distances 
Country 

Euclidean 

Distances 

United States 0.101855 Denmark 0.039158 Australia 0.031092 

Singapore 0.074195 Norway 0.024855 Estonia 0.028905 

Switzerland 0.026907 France 0.030888 OAE 0.033086 

Luxembourg 0.068554 Belgium 0.029186 Croatia 0.022465 
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Finland 0.007973 Israel 0.032628 Greece 0.012792 

Ireland 0.064145 Austria 0.032332 Venezuela, RB 0.031850 

Korea, Republic 0.030287 Canada 0.031434 Ecuador 0.008300 

Netherlands 0.016780 Slovenia 0.013368 Montenegro 0.013324 

Japan 0.040007 New Zealand 0.015859 Ukraine 0.005714 

Sweden 0.035490 Italy 0.026882 Argentina 0.018632 

China 0.109186 Cyprus 0.018320 Serbia 0.035896 

United Kingdom 0.034433 Czech Republic 0.005902 Madagascar 0.032418 

Germany 0.042592 
Hong Kong, 

China 
0.044237 South Africa 0.022107 

Malta 0.007433 Spain 0.034863 Egypt 0.031092 

Panama 0.043482 Hungary 0.026722 Uzbekistan 0.028905 

Colombia 0.031045 Costa Rica 0.025876 Pakistan 0.033086 

Malaysia 0.044704 Lithuania 0.052616   

Philippines 0.039344 Mexico 0.029295   

Salvador 0.034709 Slovak Republic 0.054105   

  Poland 0.014294   

  Chile 0.025879   

  Latvia 0.014823   

  Brazil 0.009001   

  Tunisia 0.017498   

  Portugal 0.032348   

  Romania 0.014119   

  Uruguay 0.020867   

  Turkey 0.017516   

  RF 0.031207   

  India 0.011414   

  Bulgaria 0.030084   

  Kazakhstan 0.029397   

  Moldova 0.031792   

  Guatemala 0.036712   

  Georgia 0.022256   

  
Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 
0.040717   

  Morocco 0.039158   

Source: calculated by the authors. 

According to the conducted analysis, three clusters of the world’s countries in terms 

of STA level were obtained. Cluster 1 was made up of countries–leaders in the context of 

STA level, i.e., countries that were at the forefront of independent scientific and 

technological research and implementation of STA results, demonstrating high 

achievements in the development of their research sphere. 

Cluster 2 was formed by countries that were potential leaders in terms of STA, i.e., 

countries that had either an underdeveloped potential of STA or certain problems in the 

system of science commercialisation, which resulted in insufficient effectiveness of their 

STA. However, they managed to achieve significant scientific and technical results 

through the use of borrowed technologies. The results obtained for this cluster, as well as 

the large number of countries that were assigned to it, require further investigation of the 

reasons why these countries provided high STA results at a relatively low level of STA 

potential. 

Cluster 3 was made up of catching-up countries in terms of the STA level, i.e., 

countries that did not adequately finance the development of their STA potential, had a 
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number of problems hindering the development of STA, and demonstrated insignificant 

results in this sphere. Ukraine, in accordance with the classification, was included in this 

cluster. 

Therefore, the research conducted with regard to the practice of Ukraine 

demonstrates that a sufficient potential of STA at low effectiveness of such activities can 

lead to an overall low level of STA in a country. This has allowed us to state that, in order 

to achieve leadership in terms of STA, it is important to harmoniously combine efforts to 

support and develop the country’s scientific potential as well as create appropriate 

conditions for the commercialisation of innovations, their implementation in the 

production of new or improved types of goods, services, or technologies to meet the needs 

of the country and its population and to promote such products on the market. 

According to the second stage of the theoretical and methodological approach (Figure 

3), we carried out an assessment of the dependence of the GDP per capita of countries of 

the world on their STA, using a correlation regression analysis. Based on the calculation 

results, the coefficient of correlation between the GDP per capita of countries of the world 

and their ISTA was 0.8401, which proved the existence of a significant relationship 

between these indicators. Thus, this result may indicate that countries with a high level of 

GDP per capita ensure more intensive development of STA, and vice versa a higher level 

of STA makes it possible to increase the level of GDP per capita. 

The obtained results were confirmed by the correlation regression model and 

graphically (Figure 6). 

Figure 6 shows the regression graph and equation, the distribution of countries, 

and—for visual analysis of the correctness of including countries in the previously defined 

clusters—the spheres that embrace the groups of countries in accordance with the clusters 

obtained. The model data of the linear regression model coincided with the actual data 

with the approximation accuracy R2 − 0.7058, which indicated a high level of correlation 

between the indicators. The numerical data for calculations are given in Appendix A. 

Consequently, the analysis confirmed, with a high degree of accuracy, the groups of 

countries obtained as a result of the preliminary cluster analysis—(i) the leading countries 

in terms of the level of STA; (ii) potential leaders in terms of STA; (III) catching-up 

countries in terms of STA. It should be noted that, as can be seen from Figure 6, not all 

countries were distributed in accordance with the previously defined clusters. 

For example, the United Arab Emirates (ARE), which had a higher GDP per capita 

compared to other countries, was included, according to the preliminary analysis, in the 

cluster of catching-up countries in terms of STA. China (CHN), which had a lower level 

of GDP per capita compared to other countries in this cluster, on the contrary, was 

assigned to the cluster of leading countries in terms of STA. Luxembourg (LUX) was also 

placed separately from other countries. 

In general, the analysis results made it possible to determine that there was a 

significant dependence of the level of economic development of countries of the world, 

measured using the indicator of GDP per capita, on the level of countries’ STA. Therefore, 

to ensure economic growth at the present stage of development of society, a mandatory 

requirement is a country’s ability to generate new knowledge and create and implement 

innovations. The results also confirm the statement that highly developed countries of the 

world can ensure further STA development. 

According to the third stage of the proposed approach (Figure 3), the correlations 

between the ISTA, GII, and HDI were evaluated. For the analysis, we used the data on the 

GII and HDI for 2019, in order to compare them with the determined ISTA, for the 

calculation of which, we used the latest available data for 2018. The number of studied 

countries in the world was reduced to 61. This was due to the fact that not all countries 

considered in the calculation of the ISTA were also considered in the calculation of the GII 

and the HDI, first of all, because of the absence of information on some countries, 

including Venezuela, Uzbekistan, Salvador, Ecuador, Madagascar, Guatemala, South 

Africa, Morocco, and others. 
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Figure 6. Correlation regression model of dependence of the GDP per capita of countries of the 

world on their ISTA. Source: built by the authors. 

The analysis of the correlations between these indices showed a significant 

relationship between the ISTA and the GII (the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.84) 

and between the GII and the HDI (0.83). The values of the correlation coefficients are given 

in Table 5. 

Table 5. Correlations between the ISTA, GII, and HDI. 

Indicator ISTA GII HDI 

ISTA 1 0.84 0.69 

GII 0.84 1 0.83 

HDI 0.69 0.83 1 

Source: calculated by the authors. 
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Therefore, the conducted analysis allowed us to prove the existence of an indirect 

influence of STA on the level of economic development of countries. Moreover, if the 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ISTA and HDI showed a significant relationship 

between these two indices (0.69), the correlation between the ISTA and GII as well as 

between the GII and HDI was quite high (0.84 and 0.83, respectively). Such results indicate 

that, in order to achieve an increase in the standard of living in a country, it is imperative 

to ensure the implementation of the results of STA in the country’s economy through 

innovation activities. 

According to the fourth stage of the theoretical and methodological approach (Figure 

3), a cluster analysis was carried out in the context of countries of the world, based on the 

data on the ISTA, GII, and HDI with the use of a Statistica 8.0 software application 

package. 

In order to determine the number of clusters and the proximity of countries in terms 

of the ISTA, GII, and HDI, a hierarchical classification was carried out based on the merge 

rule of the full link method. The vertical dendrogram of the hierarchical classification is 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Vertical dendrogram of the hierarchical classification of countries of the world according 

to the ISTA, GII, HDI. Source: built by the authors. 

Based on the visual presentation of the results, we assumed that three natural clusters 

could be formed regarding the level of proximity of countries in terms of STA, innovation 

activities, and quality of life of the population. This assumption was tested by breaking 

down the initial data with the help of the k-means method into three clusters and 

assessing the significance of differences between the groups obtained. Checking the 

means for each cluster and for each measure, to assess how much they differ from each 

other, is shown in Figure 8. 

Thus, countries of the world were divided into three groups. The elements of clusters 

and the Euclidean distances of the objects from the centres (mean values) of the 

corresponding clusters are given in Table 6. 
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Figure 8. Plot of the means for the clusters formed based on the ISTA, GII, and HDI of world 

countries. Source: developed by the authors. 

Table 6. Elements of clusters and the Euclidean distances of the objects from the centres (mean 

values) of the corresponding clusters. 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

Country 
Euclidean 

Distances 
Country 

Euclidean 

Distances 
Country 

Euclidean 

Distances 

France 0.080692 Panama 0.109414 United States 0.147839 

Belgium 0.061653 Colombia 0.082132 Singapore 0.097934 

Malta 0.051373 Costa Rica 0.056152 Switzerland 0.118598 

Australia 0.047351 Mexico 0.053315 Luxembourg 0.098525 

Austria 0.041812 Chile 0.051044 Finland 0.012980 

Canada 0.061460 Brazil 0.036548 Ireland 0.026990 

Slovenia 0.030694 
United Arab 

Emirates 
0.069706 Korea, Republic 0.025517 

New Zealand 0.031750 Croatia 0.032690 Netherlands 0.035367 

Italy 0.016566 Greece 0.054047 Japan 0.041014 

Cyprus 0.010270 Tunisia 0.045171 Denmark 0.031337 

Czech Republic 0.016092 Romania 0.014220 Sweden 0.055437 

Hong Kong, China 0.075218 Uruguay 0.014879 China 0.107697 

Spain 0.012320 Turkey 0.010899 
United 

Kingdom 
0.053971 

Hungary 0.039266 
Russian 

Federation 
0.024372 Germany 0.053149 

Lithuania 0.057839 Bulgaria 0.046083 Norway 0.082381 

Malaysia 0.068987 Venezuela, RB 0.055301 Israel 0.090719 

Slovak Republic 0.059203 Montenegro 0.036571   

Poland 0.063480 Ukraine 0.045757   

Latvia 0.054856 Argentina 0.057490   

Estonia 0.045769 Kazakhstan 0.060533   

Portugal 0.070608 Moldova 0.057216   
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  Georgia 0.045623   

  Serbia 0.044208   

  
Bosnia and 

Herzegovina 
0.077675   

Source: developed by the authors. 

As can be seen, the breaking down of countries of the world into three clusters, 

describing the level of STA, innovation and human development, confirmed the existence 

of inequality between them concerning the level of generation and commercialisation of 

new knowledge and quality of life of the population. 

Thus, Cluster 1 was formed by countries with an average level of potential and 

results of STA, ensuring a gradual revival of innovation activities in the country. The 

quality of life of the population of these countries was lower compared with the countries 

that were assigned to Cluster 3 but was still quite high. This cluster was made up of 21 

countries of the world, including France, Belgium, Malta, Australia, Austria, Canada, 

Spain, and others. 

The countries assigned to Cluster 2 were characterised by a low level of potential and 

results of STA, innovation activities, and human development. This cluster was formed 

by 24 countries of the world, including Ukraine. The results obtained once again prove 

that the reduced attention to the development of STA leads to the impossibility of building 

a country’s economy according to an innovation model and, thereby, improving the 

quality of life of the population. 

The countries included in Cluster 3 were characterised by a high level of potential 

and results of STA and high innovation activities, due to favourable conditions for the 

introduction of new products and technologies in these countries. This allowed the 

countries in this group to provide a high standard of living for their population. In total, 

Cluster 3 comprised 13 countries of the world, in particular, the United States of America, 

Singapore, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Finland, Ireland, the Republic of Korea, and others. 

Accordingly, the conducted study confirms that today the development of STA in a 

country has a significant impact on its economic growth and standard of living. Moreover, 

considering the development of STA, it is necessary to pay attention to both their potential 

and results, since problems in one of the components can destroy positive achievements 

in the other one (as in the case of Ukraine). Under modern conditions, of particular 

importance is the introduction of STA results in innovation activities of a country. On the 

other hand, in the course of the study, we identified a group of countries that, having an 

average level of potential and results of their own STA and a high level of investment 

activity, could provide a fairly high level and quality of life for the population, using 

technologies and results of STA obtained by other countries. For example, France had a 

relatively low degree of participation in research programs funded by the European 

Union, but the country was actively involved in organizing and financing innovation 

processes (the so-called competitiveness poles) that contributed to innovative 

development, which allowed small-scale enterprises, universities, researchers, and 

developers to work together (this approach ensured a fairly high standard of living in the 

country). Thus, the proposed approach to a comprehensive assessment of STA of world 

countries made it possible to identify the problems existing in this area and, consequently, 

determine the directions for their solution and effective measures of a country’s scientific 

and technological policies. 

At the same time, at present, the importance of the development of environment-

related technologies and innovations in ensuring the economic growth of countries of the 

world, aimed at achieving the goals of sustainable development, is steadily increasing. In 

this regard, it is advisable to analyse the impact of such technologies and innovations on 

countries’ economic growth. 

According to the OECD data [97], the key indicators that characterise environment-

related technologies and innovations include the following: development of environment-
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related technologies, % all technologies; relative advantage in environment-related 

technologies; development of environment-related technologies, % inventions 

worldwide; development of environment-related technologies, inventions per capita. For 

all studied countries of the world, we calculated the composite indicator, as the arithmetic 

mean of the normalised indicators, using the formula (1) (Appendix B). The results of 

calculating the coefficients of correlation between this indicator and the ISTA, GII, HDI, 

and GDP per capita for all studied countries are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Coefficients of correlation between the composite indicator of development of 

environment-related technologies and innovations and the ISTA, GII, HDI, and GDP per capita of 

the studied countries. 

Indicators ISTA GII HDI GDP per Capita 

Country 0.450861 0.447292 0.352814 0.303898 

Source: developed by the authors. 

Based on the calculation results presented in Table 7, it can be concluded that there 

was a moderate relationship between the composite indicator of the development of 

environment-related technologies and innovations and the indicators ISTA, GII, HDI, and 

GDP per capita. Thus, the development of environment-related technologies and 

innovations moderately varied depending on the overall level of STA development (with 

a correlation coefficient of 0.450861); moderately influenced the acceleration of innovation 

development (with a correlation coefficient of 0.447292), improvement of the quality of 

life of the population (with a correlation coefficient of 0.352814), and growth of GDP per 

capita (with the correlation coefficient of 0.303898). 

We found the confirmation of these results in a number of studies. Thus, Fernandes 

et al. [98] experimentally proved the existence of a positive impact of the introduction of 

green growth technologies on the economic development of OECD countries. In a number 

of studies dealing with developing countries (Walz et al. [97], Mealy et al. [99], Fang et al. 

[100]), it was determined that they were also increasing their role in the global export of 

green technologies and innovations, and this was due to the understanding of the benefits 

of green technologies and innovations for the economy and environment. These trends 

were explained by the fact that developing countries could catch up with economically 

developed countries through the implementation of green growth strategies and green 

industrial policies [101,102] as well as through an increased inflow of investments in 

environment-related technologies, which, in turn, would lead to environmental and 

technological benefits [103]. At the same time, Söderholm [104] noted that in addition to 

research and development of green technologies and innovations, in order to achieve 

sustainable technological changes, it was necessary to ensure the political, economic, and 

social adaptation of the country. Thus, achieving economic growth and sustainable 

development of countries of the world involves solving a number of organisational and 

institutional problems associated with relevant technological changes and innovations in 

the economy (e.g., high risks, lack of incentives and government support, the significant 

payback period of investments in green technologies and innovations, unfair competition 

with existing technologies that reduces business confidence in such technological 

changes), which make it impossible to quickly implement green technologies and 

innovations and obtain positive results. 

4. Discussion 

In general, the research confirmed a number of conclusions made by scientists in 

previous studies: Roztocki et al. (2019), on the decisive influence of STA on the innovative 

development of countries of the world [29]; Falk (2007), on the influence of STA on the 

level of GDP of countries of the world [35]; Gulmez et al. (2012), on the positive impact of 

STA on the socioeconomic situation in OECD member countries [31]. Our investigation 
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has led to the same conclusions, and also showed that OECD countries mainly belonged 

to the group of countries with significant potential and results of STA as well as with a 

high level of socioeconomic development. Furthermore, we found that this influence was 

also characteristic of developing countries, which contradicted the conclusions obtained 

in the research by Samimi et al. (2009) [60]. We also determined that countries with a low 

level of potential and results of STA had a lower socioeconomic position compared with 

developed countries of the world, in particular, as concerns the level of innovative 

development and quality of life of the population. Moreover, the results of our study 

partly contradicted the conclusions made by Hu et al. (2007) about the lack of evidence of 

the impact of increased spending on STA on the economic growth of all countries of the 

world—our study of 72 countries confirmed the existence of such a relationship [70]. 

Therefore, the obtained results have allowed us to conclude that the current stage of 

development of STA creates new opportunities for countries of the world to ensure their 

sustainable economic growth. Moreover, the creation and improvement of the principles 

of STA development in a country open up great capabilities for it to enhance its 

competitiveness and national security. These findings correlate with studies of a number 

of scientists (Gumus et al. (2015) [40]; Das et al. (2019) [41]; Dinçer et al. (2019) [42]; 

Skvarciany et al. (2020) [43]; Hece et al. (2020) [46] and others). 

At the same time, some of the results obtained in our study are debatable. For 

example, Panama, Colombia, and some other countries, based on the results of calculating 

the sub-index of RSTA, were given a high rating and fell into the group of countries with 

high results of STA. However, the further grouping of countries of the world in terms of 

the ISTA, GII, and HDI showed that these countries were included in the group of 

countries characterised by a low level of STA, innovation activities, and standard of living. 

This, in our opinion, indicates that in some cases, when a country has a small number of 

researchers, using relative indicators, the results of assessing STA do not reflect the real 

situation, which should be considered when interpreting the results of STA assessment 

based on comparable indicators. 

5. Conclusions 

Today, the development of STA is the most important factor affecting the sustainable 

economic growth of a country and the social well-being of its population. Scientific and 

technological achievements are the basis for meeting the social, economic, cultural, and 

other needs of mankind. A key role in this domain is played by effective innovation 

activities of countries, which is determined by the use and commercialisation of STA 

results for launching new competitive goods and services and, thereby, ensuring their 

sustainable economic growth. The identification of trends and problems in the 

development of STA in countries of the world requires comprehensive monitoring of the 

state of STA and analysis of their impact on countries’ economies. For this purpose, in our 

study, a composite index was constructed using two sub-indices: PSTA and RSTA, which 

made it possible to carry out a comparative analysis of countries of the world and their 

ranking based on these metrics. The advantage of this index is that: only hard (objective 

and quantitative) data from a single source—the World Bank database—were used in the 

calculation, which made it possible to avoid contradictions associated with different 

methods of collecting and aggregating information from different databases; relative 

indicators were chosen with regard to the size of countries; different groups of countries 

(a total of 72), both developed and developing ones, were covered. The performed 

calculations and ranking of countries of the world showed that the leaders in terms of the 

level of STA development were the United States, Singapore, and Switzerland. These 

countries demonstrated the highest positions both in terms of the development of their 

STA potential and the results obtained. According to the ranking, Egypt, Uzbekistan, and 

Pakistan were outsiders as concerns STA development—they had a low level of potential 

development and, in comparison with other countries of the world, the lowest ratings in 

terms of STA results. However, the analysis revealed that high indicators of STA potential 
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development did not always ensure a high level of STA results for the country. Thus, as 

the calculation showed, the coefficient of correlation between the PSTA and RSTA was 

equal to 0.26, i.e., the correlation between these sub-indices was weak. 

For a more thorough study of the correlation between the PSTA and RSTA of 

countries of the world, cluster analysis was used to group countries of the world in terms 

of their STA level, with consideration for the data of both sub-indices. This made it 

possible to identify three clusters of countries: leaders, potential leaders, and catching-up 

countries. 

The cluster of countries–leaders in terms of the level of STA (characterised by a high 

level of potential and results) was formed by: the USA, Singapore, Switzerland, 

Luxembourg, Finland, Japan, Sweden, and others. These were countries that paid great 

attention to developing the processes of new knowledge generation and implementation 

and highly developed countries that occupied an important place in the global research 

space. 

The cluster of countries–potential leaders in terms of STA was made up of Denmark, 

Norway, France, Belgium, Austria, Canada, and others. These countries paid attention to 

the development of STA, and, although they needed to enhance them, provided 

significant scientific and technical results through both their own inventions and the use 

of borrowed technologies. This was the largest group of countries in the world, which, by 

paying more attention to promoting STA development, could become leaders. 

The third cluster was formed by catching-up countries in terms of STA, including 

Estonia, the United Arab Emirates, Croatia, Greece, Venezuela, Ecuador, and others. 

These countries demonstrated insignificant results of STA due to a number of problems 

(low level of educational and scientific training, lack of talented personnel, insufficient 

government support of STA, limited funding, underdevelopment of the national 

innovation system, lack of interest and unwillingness of business to commercialise new 

scientific achievements). However, a high level of STA results at a relatively low level of 

STA potential development requires further study. 

The study showed that countries with a high and average potential of STA not always 

had high STA results. For example, Ukraine, which, according to the classification, was 

included in the third cluster (catching up countries, ranking 59th among 72 countries 

studied), based on the calculations, ranked 47th in terms of STA potential, and 64th in 

terms of their results. Thus, according to the PSTA sub-index, Ukraine was among the 

countries with a sufficient STA potential, whereas according to the RSTA, it was included 

in the group of countries with low STA results, which led to it taking a lower place in the 

ranking and falling into the third cluster. This allowed us to conclude that the existing 

scientific potential of the country was underutilised, and there was a need to create 

appropriate conditions and mechanisms for the commercialisation of scientific knowledge 

and technological innovations and identify and solve problems in the functioning of the 

national innovation system. The effectiveness of such commercialisation depends on 

many factors: government innovation policies, aimed at developing the export of science-

intensive products and services; appropriate institutional conditions and legislative 

support; economic opportunities; systems of incentives and support for close 

collaboration between science, education, and business; demand for innovations and 

availability of scientific potential to create competitive knowledge and practically 

valuable innovations. The commercialisation of STA results in such countries should 

become a matter of national concern since it is directly related to the national security of 

the country and the practical implementation of the model of innovative economic 

development. 

Thus, the results obtained in the study made it possible to determine that, for a 

country to achieve leadership in terms of STA, it is important to harmoniously combine 

efforts to support and develop its scientific potential as well as to create principles for the 

implementation of scientific achievements in innovation activities to ensure its economic 

growth and improve the living standards of its population. 
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The importance of STA in ensuring the economic growth of countries of the world 

was also confirmed by a significant relationship between the ISTA and GDP per capita (R 

− 0.84). However, this result requires further research on the fact that countries with high 

GDP per capita have more opportunities to ensure the development of STA in their 

countries, whereas countries with low GDP per capita do not have sufficient resources to 

ensure the development of STA. 

The analysis of the relationship between the STA and the standard of living of 

countries of the world also made it possible to determine the presence of a significant 

correlation (R − 0.69). Furthermore, it was found that STA exerted a significant impact on 

a country’s innovation activities (R − 0.84), which in turn had a significant influence on 

the level and quality of life of the population (R − 0.83). This meant that the existence of 

an indirect influence of STA through innovation activities on the level and quality of life 

of the population was also confirmed. Moreover, this proved that only bringing scientific 

achievements to implementation through innovation activities could improve the 

standard of living in a country. 

A significant impact of STA on the socioeconomic development of countries of the 

world was also proved by their grouping with the help of cluster analysis, based on the 

Index of STA, the Global Innovation Index, and the Human Development Index. This 

made it possible to identify clusters of countries with high, medium, and low levels of 

STA and socioeconomic development. 

The cluster with high levels of STA, innovative development, and standard of living 

was formed by the USA, Singapore, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Finland, Ireland, and 

others. It should be noted that these were almost the same countries that formed the 

cluster with a high level of potential and results of STA. The cluster with low levels of the 

ISTA, GII, and HDI was made up of Greece, Romania, Turkey, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Brazil, 

Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, Georgia, and others. 

Given the importance of the development of environment-related technologies and 

innovations in ensuring the economic growth of countries of the world, aimed at 

achieving the goals of sustainable development, it was the impact of these technologies 

and innovations on countries’ economic growth that was analysed in the study. This 

allowed proving the existence of a moderately positive impact of the development of 

environment-related technologies and innovations on the acceleration of innovative 

development, improvement of the quality of life of the population, and growth of GDP 

per capita. 

It should be noted that the sustainable development of society, with consideration 

for modern global challenges and transformations, is possible only upon the condition of 

reducing inequalities among countries across the world (including the issues of enhancing 

scientific and innovation activities, creating conditions for green growth). Inequality is a 

multifaceted phenomenon that manifests itself in many areas of society. The UNESCO 

report (2016) states that problems of inequality are perceived as a challenge to modern 

society since their aggravation leads to the deepening of economic and political instability 

and the spread of the processes of uncontrolled international migration of the population 

[105]. The prevention of the exacerbation of inequalities is based on the identification of 

factors that determine these processes. This was also proved in the research by Leogrande, 

Massaro, and Galiano (2020) who showed that the problems of inequality in countries of 

the world became especially acute with technological progress [34]. 

The ability to generate scientific and technological knowledge, to turn it into new 

products or processes, has been a key tool for modern economic growth and development, 

as well as an additional source of deepening inequality. Moreover, under the current 

conditions, characterised by the spread of globalisation, the impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic, as well as destructive processes of the military confrontation, this cannot but 

affect the socioeconomic development of countries across the world and the standard of 

living of their populations (of course, to varying degrees and in different areas). 
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Thus, the main directions of our further research are related to two main sets of 

problems: 

1. Problems associated with the analysis of the uneven development of STA in countries 

of the world and the role of STA in ensuring the economic growth of countries 

(analysis of the features and problems of development of STA potential in individual 

countries and its effective use to achieve appropriate results; analysis of the priorities 

for the development of STA, technologies, and innovations under the influence of 

modern challenges and factors (such as pandemics, military conflicts, environmental 

and other problems of mankind); research of models and justification of the 

principles of post-war economic growth recovery (primarily for Ukraine) on the basis 

of scientific and technological development). 

2. Problems associated with green growth for ensuring the principles of sustainable 

development of countries (investigation of the impact of green technologies and 

innovations on the processes of sustainable economic growth in different countries 

of the world; determination of differences in the impact of green technologies and 

innovations on sustainable economic development by groups of countries 

(developed and catching up one); examination of the conditions of green growth in 

different countries of the world as well as organisational and institutional problems 

associated with the introduction of technological changes and innovations in their 

economies). 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. GDP per capita and ISTA of countries of the world. 

Country  Country Code  ISTA GDP per Capita, USD per Person 

Argentina ARG 0.146 11,652.57 

Australia AUS 0.259 57,305.30 

Austria AUT 0.258 51,512.91 

Belgium BEL 0.281 46,556.10 

Bosnia and Herzegovina BIH 0.127 5951.32 

Brazil BRA 0.198 8920.76 

Bulgaria BGR 0.161 9272.63 

Canada CAN 0.254 46,210.55 

Chile CHL 0.212 15,923.36 

China CHN 0.317 9770.85 

Colombia COL 0.240 6651.29 

Costa Rica CRI 0.224 12,026.55 

Croatia HRV 0.191 14,869.09 

Cyprus CYP 0.234 28,159.30 

Czech Republic CZE 0.233 23,078.57 
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Denmark DNK 0.322 60,726.47 

Ecuador ECU 0.155 6344.87 

Egypt, Arab Republic EGY 0.094 2549.14 

Estonia EST 0.204 22,927.74 

Finland FIN 0.345 49,648.15 

France FRA 0.283 41,463.64 

Georgia GEO 0.144 4344.63 

Germany DEU 0.305 48,195.58 

Greece GRC 0.191 20,324.25 

Guatemala GTM 0.138 4549.01 

Hong Kong, China HKG 0.231 48,717.29 

Hungary HUN 0.226 15,938.84 

India IND 0.170 2015.59 

Ireland IRL 0.339 78,806.43 

Israel ISR 0.275 41,614.00 

Italy ITA 0.246 34,318.35 

Japan JPN 0.327 39,286.74 

Kazakhstan KAZ 0.145 9331.05 

Korea, Republic KOR 0.332 31,362.75 

Latvia LVA 0.210 18,088.93 

Lithuania LTU 0.221 19,089.71 

Luxembourg LUX 0.418 114,340.50 

Madagascar MDG 0.143 460.75 

Malaysia MYS 0.220 11,238.96 

Malta MLT 0.277 30,074.74 

Mexico MEX 0.219 9698.08 

Moldova MDA 0.145 3189.36 

Montenegro MNE 0.154 8760.69 

Morocco MAR 0.099 3237.88 

Netherlands NLD 0.329 53,024.06 

New Zealand NZL 0.248 41,966.01 

Norway NOR 0.302 81,807.20 

Pakistan PAK 0.081 1472.89 

Panama PAN 0.262 15,575.07 

Philippines PHL 0.197 3102.71 

Poland POL 0.212 15,424.05 

Portugal PRT 0.187 23,145.73 

Romania ROU 0.183 12,301.19 

Russian Federation RUS 0.171 11,288.87 

Salvador SLV 0.166 4058.24 

Serbia SRB 0.144 7234.00 

Singapore SGP 0.425 64,581.94 

Slovak Republic SVK 0.214 19,546.90 

Slovenia SVN 0.253 26,234.02 

South Africa ZAF 0.124 6374.02 

Spain ESP 0.228 30,523.86 

Sweden SWE 0.322 54,111.97 

Switzerland CHE 0.419 82,838.93 

Tunisia TUN 0.188 3446.61 

Turkey TUR 0.177 9311.37 

Ukraine UKR 0.153 3095.17 

United Arab Emirates ARE 0.191 43,004.95 

United Kingdom GBR 0.308 42,491.36 

United States USA 0.463 62,641.01 

Uruguay URY 0.180 17,277.97 

Uzbekistan UZB 0.093 1532.37 

Venezuela, RB VEN 0.158 7852.00 

Source: developed by the authors.
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Appendix B 

Table A2. Results of calculating the composite indicator of development of environment-related technologies and innovations by countries of the world. 

Country 

Green Growth Indicators. 

Technology and Innovation: Patents (2018 p.) 
Normalised Indicators 

Composite Indicator 

of Development of 

Environment-Related 

Technologies and 

Innovations 

Development of 

Environment-

Related 

Technologies. % All 

Technologies 

Relative 

Advantage in 

Environment-

Related 

Technologies 

Development of 

Environment-

Related 

Technologies. % 

Inventions 

Worldwide 

Development of 

Environment-Related 

Technologies. 

Inventions per Capita 

Development of 

Environment-Related 

Technologies. % All 

Technologies 

Relative 

Advantage in 

Environment-

Related 

Technologies 

Development of 

Environment-Related 

Technologies. % 

Inventions Worldwide 

Development of 

Environment-Related 

Technologies. 

Inventions per Capita 

Australia  9.17 0.31 0.56 9.43 0.3590446 0.244094 0.026341 0.105023 0.183626 

Argentina  8.62 0.3 0.02 0.24 0.3375098 0.23622 0.000941 0.002673 0.144336 

Austria  13.95 0.48 0.86 40.85 0.546202 0.377953 0.040452 0.45495 0.354889 

Belgium  11.67 0.4 0.58 21.31 0.4569303 0.314961 0.027281 0.237332 0.259126 

Bosnia and 

Herzegovina  
25.54 0.88 0 0.6 1 0.692913 0 0.006682 0.424899 

Brazil  11.84 0.41 0.23 0.46 0.4635865 0.322835 0.010818 0.005123 0.200591 

Bulgaria  13.26 0.45 0.02 1.47 0.5191856 0.354331 0.000941 0.016372 0.222707 

Canada  10.95 0.38 1.66 18.88 0.4287392 0.299213 0.078081 0.210268 0.254075 

Chile  18.86 0.65 0.07 1.68 0.7384495 0.511811 0.003293 0.01871 0.318066 

China  8.96 0.31 12.86 3.8 0.3508222 0.244094 0.604892 0.042321 0.310532 

Colombia  12.65 0.43 0.04 0.36 0.4953015 0.338583 0.001881 0.004009 0.209944 

Costa Rica  8.41 0.29 0 0.4 0.3292874 0.228346 0 0.004455 0.140522 

Croatia  7.32 0.25 0.01 0.89 0.2866092 0.19685 0.00047 0.009912 0.123461 

Cyprus  1.5 0.05 0 0.29 0.0587314 0.03937 0 0.00323 0.025333 

Czech Republic  13 0.45 0.14 5.57 0.5090055 0.354331 0.006585 0.062034 0.232989 

Denmark  24.28 0.83 1.02 74.68 0.9506656 0.653543 0.047977 0.831718 0.620976 

Estonia  12.21 0.42 0.02 4.79 0.4780736 0.330709 0.000941 0.053347 0.215767 

Finland  13.06 0.45 0.51 38.87 0.5113547 0.354331 0.023989 0.432899 0.330643 

France  13.31 0.46 3.75 23.57 0.5211433 0.362205 0.176388 0.262501 0.330559 

Georgia  13.11 0.47 0 0.21 0.5133125 0.370079 0 0.002339 0.221432 

Germany  14.91 0.51 11.04 56.18 0.5837901 0.401575 0.519285 0.625682 0.532583 

Greece  9.93 0.34 0.06 2.17 0.3888019 0.267717 0.002822 0.024168 0.170877 

Hungary  8.43 0.29 0.07 2.95 0.3300705 0.228346 0.003293 0.032854 0.148641 

Ireland  7.18 0.25 0.11 9.96 0.2811276 0.19685 0.005174 0.110925 0.148519 

Israel  6.39 0.22 0.5 23.63 0.2501958 0.173228 0.023518 0.26317 0.177528 

Italy  9.75 0.33 1.38 9.75 0.3817541 0.259843 0.064911 0.108587 0.203773 

Japan  11.37 0.39 21.26 70.95 0.445184 0.307087 1 0.790177 0.635612 

Kazakhstan 6.73 0.23 0.01 0.15 0.2635082 0.181102 0.00047 0.001671 0.111688 
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Korea. Republic  13.57 0.47 10.98 89.79 0.5313234 0.370079 0.516463 1 0.604466 

Latvia  3.31 0.11 0 0.52 0.1296006 0.086614 0 0.005791 0.055502 

Lithuania  12.91 0.44 0.01 2.14 0.5054816 0.346457 0.00047 0.023833 0.219061 

Luxembourg 12.49 0.43 0.03 24.18 0.4890368 0.338583 0.001411 0.269295 0.274581 

Malaysia  5.87 0.2 0.06 0.79 0.2298356 0.15748 0.002822 0.008798 0.099734 

Malta  12 0.41 0.01 4.81 0.4698512 0.322835 0.00047 0.053569 0.211681 

Mexico  12.92 0.44 0.11 0.38 0.5058731 0.346457 0.005174 0.004232 0.215434 

Moldova  2.75 0.09 0 0.08 0.1076742 0.070866 0 0.000891 0.044858 

Montenegro  9.38 0.34 0 0.8 0.367267 0.267717 0 0.00891 0.160973 

Netherlands  10.77 0.37 1.08 26.34 0.4216915 0.291339 0.0508 0.293351 0.264295 

New Zealand  6.45 0.22 0.05 4.51 0.252545 0.173228 0.002352 0.050228 0.119588 

Norway  12.97 0.44 0.28 22.61 0.5078309 0.346457 0.01317 0.25181 0.279817 

Panama  7.27 0.25 0.02 2.27 0.2846515 0.19685 0.000941 0.025281 0.126931 

Poland  14.06 1.27 0.25 2.72 0.550509 1 0.011759 0.030293 0.39814 

Portugal  8.73 0.3 0.07 2.91 0.3418168 0.23622 0.003293 0.032409 0.153435 

Romania  10.06 0.34 0.04 0.96 0.3938919 0.267717 0.001881 0.010692 0.168545 

Russian 

Federation  
9.18 0.31 0.31 0.9 0.3594362 0.244094 0.014581 0.010023 0.157034 

Serbia  16.3 0.56 0.02 1.02 0.6382146 0.440945 0.000941 0.01136 0.272865 

Singapore  8.01 0.27 0.24 25.12 0.3136257 0.212598 0.011289 0.279764 0.204319 

Slovak Republic  13.6 0.47 0.04 3.23 0.532498 0.370079 0.001881 0.035973 0.235108 

Slovenia  8.91 0.31 0.03 6.6 0.3488645 0.244094 0.001411 0.073505 0.166969 

Spain  11.65 0.4 0.62 5.58 0.4561472 0.314961 0.029163 0.062145 0.215604 

Sweden  12.5 0.43 0.96 39.73 0.4894283 0.338583 0.045155 0.442477 0.328911 

Switzerland  7.67 0.26 0.69 34.4 0.3003132 0.204724 0.032455 0.383116 0.230152 

Tunisia  20.34 0.7 0.01 0.35 0.7963978 0.551181 0.00047 0.003898 0.337987 

Turkey  7.14 0.24 0.26 1.35 0.2795615 0.188976 0.01223 0.015035 0.123951 

Ukraine  13.77 0.59 0.08 0.69 0.5391543 0.464567 0.003763 0.007685 0.253792 

United Arab 

Emirates  
9.36 0.32 0.02 0.96 0.3664839 0.251969 0.000941 0.010692 0.157521 

United Kingdom  11.72 0.4 2.69 17.06 0.458888 0.314961 0.126529 0.189999 0.272594 

United States  10.14 0.35 20.4 26.34 0.3970243 0.275591 0.959548 0.293351 0.481379 

Uruguay  3.37 0.12 0 0.14 0.1319499 0.094488 0 0.001559 0.056999 

Venezuela. RB 4.62 0.17 0 0.02 0.1808927 0.133858 0 0.000223 0.078743 

Source: calculated by the authors. 
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